Gartner TalentNeuron™

Do More
With Data to
Close Critical
Skill Gaps

Overview
Most organizations today face a shortage of skills that are critical to business growth.
Filling that shortfall is a top priority for HR and business leaders, but the build-and-buy
tactics used so far have been insufficient. Gartner TalentNeuronTM research reveals a new
strategy — tapping into talent with skills that are adjacent to those you’re looking for.
This talent is ripe for acquisition or upskilling to address critical skill gaps.
The skills-adjacencies approach involves three imperatives:
• Approach skills identification by looking at skills throughout the organization, not
necessarily by individual functions.
• Fill critical skills gaps by leveraging skills adjacencies to guide the upskilling and
recruiting of current and potential talent.
• Enable cross-functional talent mobility by identifying “stepping-stone” skills to bridge
skills gaps across the organization.
This research details what skills adjacencies are and how they can be leveraged to help
close skills gaps in the organization.
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Digitalization Is
Causing Rapid Changes
in Skills Needs
Most HR leaders (71%) rank growing the business as their top mission-critical priority for
the organization.1 But digitalization is reinventing business, and organizations need new
or different skills to drive their evolving business models — and more organizations are
competing for the same types of skills.
CEOs are turning to HR leaders to recruit and/or develop the talent they need to drive
digital ambitions, but recruiting talent in a highly competitive market is often expensive,
and upskilling existing employees takes time and resources.
Digitalization-driven skills shifts can be described by three main trends:

1.
2.
3.

New skills are emerging, driven by accelerating technological advancements.
These skills include new-in-kind skills such as Amazon Web Services and blockchain.
Skills are evolving. As companies continue to embrace big data, employees
with statistics and analytics backgrounds who have applied their skills through
more legacy programs like SPSS and SAS are starting to shift toward big-dataoriented tools like Python and Tableau.
Yesterday’s skills are expiring. This category includes skills that technology can
perform faster and cheaper than humans. Examples range from cold calling to
manual sorting to designing for print advertising — and could one day include
driving, given the rise of autonomous vehicles.

Given these trends, organizations are finding their employees’ skill sets are not necessarily
future-proofed; in many cases employees either lack the required new skills, or their
current skill sets cannot meet the needs of the digital business.
One approach to this problem is to look externally for talent with the required skills. In an
environment where there is surplus talent with the required skills, that decision is easy:
buy, buy, buy! However, the market has shifted fundamentally. As of October 2019, the
U.S. unemployment rate was 3.6%. This is compared to 6.1% in July 2014, just five years
ago.2 The same trend can be seen in the EU, where a shift from 10.1% unemployment
in August 2013 to 6.3% in September 2018 occurred.3
Due to historically low unemployment and the demands of the digital business,
organizations face intense competition for just a handful of critical roles (see Figure 1). In
2018, 90% or more of S&P organizations recruited for the same 39 roles, which made
up almost half (49%) of all job postings (see Figure 2). The remaining 51% were for 872
other roles. The 39 critical roles include software developers, data scientists, marketing
managers and computer system engineers/architects. Many of these roles require
in-demand, but expensive-to-buy skills, critical to digital business.
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Figure 1. Intense competition for handful of critical roles, 2018
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Source: Gartner TalentNeuron
Note: This graph does not include roles with fewer than 90 postings.

So if the current workforce does not have the required skills
to fill critical roles, and the competition in the external market
makes acquiring those skills prohibitive, how can HR leaders
still meet the growth goals of the business?
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Look for Skills Adjacent to
What You Need
In this high-pressure environment where the availability of critical skills is limited
and digitalization is causing rapid changes in skills needs, chief HR officers (CHROs)
need additional or alternative ways to upskill or recruit employees into those roles.
One approach is to identify and leverage skills adjacencies.
It is worth taking a step back and understanding exactly what organizations are doing
when they look to fill a critical role. Importantly, they are not necessarily looking for a
candidate who is defined by a role but rather one with the skills necessary to perform
that role’s specific duties.
In essence, roles are really defined by the skills that constitute them. Skills themselves
exist in a skills universe that consists of all the possible skills found in the workplace.
Importantly, skills are related to other skills in the workplace and these relationships are
defined as skills adjacencies.

Adjacent skills are skills related to other skills in one way or
another. Employees with a particular skill would more likely
have, or be familiar with, these other related skills.

Example: Skills adjacent to natural
language processing
Figure 2 details one such collection of skills adjacencies, focusing on skills related to
natural language processing (NLP). Essentially, this indicates employees who are skilled
in NLP are more likely to also be skilled in Python, topic modeling or machine learning.
These skills don’t necessarily define a particular role. Rather, Figure 2 represents how
those skills are related to other skills in the workplace.
By focusing on skills identification for all the skills in the workplace as opposed to defining
skills in terms of the role they’re part of, HR leaders can leverage an alternative strategy
to upskill or recruit employees by targeting skills adjacencies.
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Figure 2. A collection of skills adjacencies
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Figure 2 suggests that an employee proficient in machine learning or Python or
TensorFlow, but not NLP, would likely be able to acquire that skill more quickly than
someone not proficient in one of those other related skills. This potentially makes
upskilling more efficient. If organizations remove the constraints of traditional role
definitions, they can look for employees with skills that don’t only match the exact
skills required for a particular defined role.
For example, organizations could target employees with the more common skill of
Python to upskill rather than focus on acquiring the rarer, more expensive skill of NLP.
This is a valuable option in today’s tough labor market.

Candidates might not have the required “role experience”
but have the skills that allow them to more quickly upskill
toward the skills required for a given role.
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Leverage Stepping-Stone
Skills to Provide CrossFunction Mobility
While Figure 2 illustrates a collection of adjacent skills within the IT domain, the true
potential of skills adjacencies lies in the ability to identify and leverage stepping-stone
skills, which can bridge skills in different domains.
For example, Figure 3 details two skills collections that are more typically associated
with IT and marketing — domains that are not rarely considered to have complementary
skill sets. Sentiment analysis bridges the two collections of skills as it relates to NLP
and social listening.
By understanding these connections, HR leaders can look to one part of the organization
to fill open positions in another seemingly unrelated part of the organization.

Information technology

Figure 3. Stepping-stone skills — A bridge across the skills universe
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Marketing
analytics

In this case, an employee in the marketing function with social listening skills is more
likely to be familiar with sentiment analysis. That familiarity would mean that employee
could then be upskilled more easily into sentiment analysis. Once skilled in sentiment
analysis, it is a more direct progression to becoming skilled in NLP. Essentially, that
employee can be bridged from the marketing function to the IT function through
upskilling in sentiment analysis.
While this example is from an upskilling perspective, it could also be from a recruiting
perspective, where recruiters target marketers for the role instead of the more competitive
IT domain. In a digital work environment increasingly reliant on IT-related skills, this is
especially valuable.
This example is just one way skills adjacencies can be leveraged to fill skills gaps in
today’s increasingly competitive talent market. This approach provides another tool
for HR leaders to plan and execute their talent strategy to grow the business and drive
business outcomes.
If HR leaders look to target critical skills rather than critical roles, recruiters can target
individuals who don’t necessarily have relevant role experience but have the necessary
skills to succeed. Through this focus on skills and skills adjacencies, the internal labor
market can be opened up in a way that transcends functions.

HR leaders don’t necessarily have to look in the IT function
to fill a critical role in IT, but instead, they can look at skills
throughout the organization to identify opportunities to fill
those skills gaps.

Conclusion
Most HR leaders rank growing the business as their top mission-critical priority for
the organization. As the need to grow the business becomes more important, so does
the need to fill the roles that are critical to the organization’s success. Yet in today’s
increasingly digital business environment, it is becoming increasingly difficult to fill
skills gaps.
Organizations are finding their employees’ skill sets are not necessarily future-proofed;
employees either lack the required new skills or their current skills cannot meet the
needs of the digital business. By focusing on skills identification throughout all workplace
skills, as opposed to defining skills in terms of the role they’re used in, HR leaders can
leverage skills adjacencies to more effectively upskill and recruit employees to fill critical
skills gaps. Furthermore, stepping-stone skills can provide actionable upskilling paths for
employees to fill skills gaps throughout the organization.
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How We Do It
Gartner TalentNeuron™ combines big data and statistical insights from over 65,000 global
data sources to generate new levels of intelligence on location, talent and competition.
Strategic project support ranges from forecasting for the future workplace to finding
hidden talent pools, optimizing location selection by talent cost and building talent
advisor capabilities.
Visit talentneuron.com to learn more and request a demo.

Endnotes
1. Gartner 2020 Future of HR Survey
2. “National Employment Monthly Update,” National Conference of State Legislatures
3. “Labor Statistics,” Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
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About Gartner
Gartner, Inc. (NYSE: IT) is the world’s leading research and advisory company and a
member of the S&P 500. We equip business leaders with indispensable insights, advice
and tools to achieve their mission-critical priorities today and build the successful
organizations of tomorrow.

Our unmatched combination of expert-led, practitioner-sourced and data-driven research
steers clients toward the right decisions on the issues that matter most. We are a trusted
advisor and an objective resource for more than 15,600 organizations in more than 100
countries — across all major functions, in every industry and enterprise size.

Contact Us
Phone: 1 866 913 8102
Email: talentneuron@gartner.com
Web: gtnr.it/talentneuron
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